INTRODUCTION	li
" Trade is now become the Lady which in this present age
is more courted and celebrated than in any former". Two
outstanding developments stimulated the expansion of com-
merce and opened up wider fields of opportunity to the
entrepreneur. Of one we have already spoken, namely, the
discovery of America and a new sea route to India, which
created a fresh outlet for the energies of the mercantile
class. The other was the sense of nationalism, which
became a driving force to preserve economic independence
by instituting direct trading connexions with countries
hitherto monopolized by actual or potential enemies.
In fact, the efforts of Elizabethan merchants to devise
new channels of commercial intercourse contributed not
less to the security of England than the exploits of Eliza-
bethan seamen and the diplomacy of Elizabethan statesmen.
The success which crowned these efforts is shown by the
observation of the Venetian ambassador in the reign of
James I. that " the English trade in all parts of the world
with large capital" ; and at the end of the seventeenth
century England and Holland were coupled together as the
two states which " drive the greatest trades of all European
nations ". England's foreign commerce was remarkable not
only for the extent of her markets abroad but also for the
variety of her exports and imports. This is convincingly
demonstrated in a striking survey compiled by an Eliza-
bethan merchant, of which an account is given below.
It was an indication of the economic status which The
Mercantilist England had attained that her rulers found
necessary to devote considerable attention to the problems foreign
arising out of her intercourse with other countries. Although pohcy'
foreign policy was not as yet dominated by economics, the
latter entered more largely into international politics than
political historians are wont to recognize. It is true that
during the Middle Ages consistency in economic statecraft
was rarely achieved owing to counteracting influences.
English sovereigns were pre-occupied with futile schemes of
territorial aggrandizement on the Continent, and sheer
political considerations cut athwart the pursuit of a system-
atic economic policy. The native wool supply or the location

